
Ollie's Adventure
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Ollie's Adventure

Ollie the Noun and Albert the Albatross live by the Noun and one day they found a bottle with

a treasure map inside hidden in the sand. They wondered what buried treasure awaits them, Albert tried to open

the bottle, but was unsuccessful, so Ollie use his sharp Noun - Plural to pull the plug out. Then as they

took the map out, they realized the treasure was on a mysterious island, out in the frigid waters. Luckily, Ollie

could withstand the Adjective waters with his Adjective Noun , and Albert could fly.

Before they ventured out into the cold they decided to get a quick snack of squid for Albert and an

Noun for Ollie.

They're journey was quick because Ollie being an adult otter has a great Noun capacity to be able to

swim for Noun - Plural periods of time, and Albert flew in circles till they reached the island. Once, they

arrived they looked at the treasure map again and the map lead them into a dark cave filled with water, so only

Ollie could continue the mission. With his Noun - Plural he was able to Verb Noun in

the water in case they had some unwanted guests. Then he stumbled upon a chest, and used his Adjective

Noun - Plural to pick the lock. Inside there was only Noun , disappointed he grabbed some

Noun and swam back to tell Albert the news. When he got back he informed Albert of the chest being

empty and that it was late and they should camp out for the night. Ollie wrapped himself in Noun so he

would not get swept away by the tide and Albert built a nest. That was the end of their daring adventure.
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